
I.  Project Identification  

Project Title 

 
 

  

Agency 

 
 

 

  Name  Phone  Email 

Proposal Submitter       

Agency Head       

Agency IT Director       

Agency CFO       

Project Manager       

OPM Budget Analyst       

 

II.  Project Details  

A. Project Dates 

Proposed Start Date  Expected  Completion Date  Project Duration (months) 

     

                                        

B. Project Description ‐ This information will be used for listings and report to the Governor,  General Assembly and 

Connecticut Open Data website. 

 

 

   



C. Summary 

 Summary ‐  Describe the high level summary of this project in plain English without technical jargon 

 
 

 

Purpose - Describe the purpose of the project  

 
 

 

Importance  ‐  Describe why this project is important 

 
 

 

Outcomes  ‐  What are the expected outcomes of this project 

 
 

 

Approach and Success Evaluation – Provide details of how the success of the project will be evaluated 

 
 

 

   



D. Business Goals.  List up to 10 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the  goal 

is expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one. 

Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal.  Example: "Reduce the 

Permitting process by 50%".  In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to 

demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics. 

Business Goal (Action Phase)  Target FY for Goal  Current Condition  Expected Result 

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

   



E.  Technology Goals.  From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 10 key technology goals 

you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action 

phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example:  “Improve transaction response time by 10%". 

Technology Goal  Target FY for Goal  Current Condition  Expected Result 

       

       

       

 

   



F.  Priority Alignment. The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project 

 priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each 

criterion. 

Priority Criterion  Y/N  Explanation 

Is this project aligned with the 
Governor’s Key Priorities? 

   

Is this project aligned with business 
and IT goals of your agency? 

   

Does this project reduce or prevent 
future increases to the agency’s 
operating budget? 

   

Will this project result in shared 
capabilities? 

   

Is this project being Co‐developed 
through participation of multiple 
agencies?  

   

Has the agency demonstrated 
readiness to manage project of this 
size and scope? 

   

Is the agency ready to deliver the 
business value proposed?  

   

 



G. Organizational Preparedness. Is your agency prepared to undertake this project? Is senior management 

committed, willing to participate, and willing to allocate the necessary time, energy and staffing resources? How 

will the project be managed and/or governed and who will make the key project decisions? 

 

 

H. Project Ramp Up. If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the key 

ramp‐up requirements and have any off these already been started? For example, has a project manager been 

identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP? 

 

 

I. Organizational Skills. Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative once it’s 

a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training efforts are 

expected to be needed to maintain this system? 

 



J.  Financial Estimates. From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet  

Estimated Total 
Development Cost 

Estimated total 
Capital Funding 
Request 

Estimated Annual 
Operating Cost 

One Time Financial 
Benefit 

Recurring Annual 
Financial Benefit 

         

Explanation of Estimates 

 

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs 

 
 
 
 
 

 

   



III. Expanded Business Case 

A. Project Impact.  Beyond the top business goals identified in Section II, 1) What impacts will this project 

 have, if any, in the targeted areas below, 2) What would be the impact of not doing this project, 3) How will the 

project demonstrate benefits are achieved. 

 Impact Area (Vision)  Y/N  Description of Project Impact 

Will this project provide efficient and 
easily accessible services for all 
constituents? 

   

Will this project promote open and 
transparent government with the 
citizens of the state? 

   

Will this project establish efficient and 
modern business processes? 

   

Will this project increase accuracy and 
timeliness of data for policy making, 
service delivery and results evaluation?  

   

 

What is the expected impact of NOT doing this project? 

 

 

   



How will you demonstrate achievement of benefits? 

 

 

B. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates.  1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended 

to address.  2) What would be the impact of non‐compliance? 

 

Impact of non‐compliance: 

 

 

   

Statutory / Regulatory Mandates: 

 



C. Primary Beneficiaries.   Who will benefit from this project (citizens businesses, municipalities, other 

state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way? 

 

 

Important: 

‐ If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner 

‐ Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet  please e‐mail 

them to Jim Hadfield and John Vittner  

John Vittner, (860) 418‐6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov 
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418‐6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov 
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	Project Title_Row_1: What Works Connecticut 
	Select the Agency submitting this request from the list: Office of Policy and Management
	Name_Proposal Submitter:  Tyler Kleykamp
	Name_Agency Head: Ben Barnes
	Name_Agency IT Director: Jamie Gamble
	Name_Agency CFO: Maryann Palmarozza
	Name_Project Manager: Jamie Mills
	Name_OPM Budget Analyst: Melissa Yeich
	Proposed Start Date: 09/01/2016
	Expected Completion Date: 09/03/2018
	Project Duration: 24
	Project Description: What Works Connecticut (WWC) is a comprehensive, integrated data system managed by the Office of Policy and Management that uses executive branch administrative data as an asset to solve complex problems, enhance understanding of citizen needs,  and inform public policy decision making. This project will create the technology platform that will allow WWC to integrate and link existing data from multiple administrative data systems maintained by more than one executive branch agency in a secure, timely and legally compliant process.  
	Phone_Proposal Submitter:  860-418-6302
	Email_Proposal Submitter: tyler.kleykamp@ct.gov
	Phone_Agency Head: 860-418-6500
	Email_Agency Head: ben.barnes@ct.gov
	Phone_Agency IT Director: 860-418-6276
	Email_Agency IT Director: jamie.gamble@ct.gov
	Phone_Agency CFO: 860-418-6360
	Email_Agency CFO: MaryAnn.Palmarozza@ct.gov
	Phone_Project Manager: 860-418-6311
	Email_Project Manager: jamie.mills@ct.gov
	Phone_OPM Budget Analyst: 860-418-6372
	Email_OPM Budget Analyst: melissa.yeich@ct.gov
	Summary: A comprehensive, statewide integrated data system using the State’s executive branch administrative data to solve complex problems, enhance our understanding of citizen needs,  and inform public policy decision making.   This technology project seeks to securely access and link administrative data from multiple State agencies in order to conduct research and policy analysis, comply with various state and federal requirements for outcome measures, and establish a transparent, timely, and legally compliant process for agencies to share record unit data.
	Proposed -  Describe the purpose of the project_Row_1: This project will enable each executive agency to securely share its record unit data from its data systems with WWC. The technology platform will output a linked, de-identified dataset which can then be shared once all necessary approvals for the specific research and legal agreements necessary to protect the privacy and confidentiality of the data are granted by the governing structure of WWC.  The resulting linked data set will provide highly valuable and policy relevant information, for instance, identifying successful pathways,  targeting the populations most in need of services, and to measuring outcomes of state supported services.  
	Importance -Describe why this project is important_Row_1: Increasingly, demands for data are being made of our executive branch agencies by the federal government, by state law, and by private foundations and funders.  At the same time,  the State is grappling with how best to prioritize its programs and services, including identifying the most cost effectiveness and high performing state sponsored programs and services.  Connecticut must develop a system for using its data to comply with growing internal and external demands.  However, the state presently lacks a coordinated system, as well as the expertise and technology necessary to  integrate data across state agencies and systems.  WWC is that coordinated system.
	Outcomes -  What are the expected outcomes of this project_Row_1: The primary outcome of this technology project will be  to permit WWC to access, link and de-identify data from maintained by executive branch agencies for research, analysis, program evaluation, or program audits, in a highly secure environment. A key outcome will be the ability to perform probabilistic matching across different systems which is the process of finding matching records where no common unique identifier (such as a social security number) exists. Connecticut currently has no system capable of performing probabilistic matching.
	Approach and Success Evaluation – Provide details of how the success of the project will be evaluated_Row_1: Success will be determined through the increased ability to perform data matching across different agency data systems, in response to specific policy relevant requests, in a timely manner and in a legally compliant structure.  By implementing this technology within WWC, use of highly policy relevant data, data that currently are collected  by executive branch agencies, can be turned into actionable information. All cases will be tracked in order to measure the timeliness and results.
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_1: Increase number of queries and matching projects across agencies.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_1: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_1: Unkown
	Expected Result_Row_1: 5-10
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_2: Decrease the amount of time necessary to create integrated datasets and provide to the data user by 70%
	Target FY for Goal_Row_2: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_2: 9-12 months
	Expected Result_Row_2: Less than 3 months
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_3: Decrease the time agency legal and IT staff spend to respond to data sharing requests.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_3: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_3: 9-12 months
	Expected Result_Row_3: Less than 3 months
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_4: Increase the use of valuable state administrative data in decision making to improve system-wide outcomes, target resources, and understand citizens needs.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_4: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_4: ad hoc or not at all
	Expected Result_Row_4: Over the course of the first year, successfully access, match, de-identify and share at least five data sets requested.
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_5: Increase the quality and reliability of agency data.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_5: FY18
	Current Condition_Row_5: Varies across agencies
	Expected Result_Row_5: Immediately and increasing over time
	Business Goal (Action Phase)_Row_6: 
	Target FY for Goal_Row_6: 
	Current Condition_Row_6: 
	Expected Result_Row_6: 
	Technology Goal_Row_1: Enable all executive branch agencies to participate in the Integrated Data System including training agency staff to transport data  to WWC when requested.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_1: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_1: 0
	Expected Result_Row_1: Over the course of the first year, successfully access, match, de-identify and share at least five data sets requested.
	Technology Goal_Row_2: Provide a secure solution to extract and transport agency data to WWC.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_2: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_2: NA
	Expected Result_Row_2: 5 days
	Technology Goal_Row_3:  Provide accurate and timely deterministic and probabilistic data matching process to create a de-identified matched data set to a data consumer in response to an approved data query.
	Target FY for Goal_Row_3: FY17
	Current Condition_Row_3: NA
	Expected Result_Row_3: 30 days
	Y/N_Is this project aligned with the Governor’s Key Priorities?: Y
	Explanation_Is this project aligned with the Governor’s Key Priorities?: This system is being designed in accordance with Public Act 15-142 and  Public Act 16-147.  In addition, this project aligns with the Governor's ongoing commitment to improve efficiencies in the delivery of services.
	Y/N_Is this project aligned with business and IT goals of your agency?: Y
	Explanation_Is this project aligned with business and IT goals of your agency?: Increased data sharing and use has been identified as one of OPM's core functions
	Y/N_Does this project reduce or prevent future increases to the agency’s operating budget?: N
	Explanation_Does this project reduce or prevent future increases to the agency’s operating budget?: Overall the project will reduce statewide expenditures and improve decision-making. OPM has staffed the development of this project and is committed to its ongoing success.  
	Y/N_Will this project result in shared capabilities?: Y
	Explanation_Will this project result in shared capabilities?: Yes, the enterprise licensing structure for the proposed software solution will allow all agencies to use the data integration tools
	Y/N_Is this project being Co-developed through participation of multiple agencies?: Y
	Explanation_Is this project being Co-developed through participation of multiple agencies?: OPM in concert with BEST has developed the technology solution. OPM is working with agencies to develop data sharing MOU's, and implement ETL capabilities
	Y/N_Has the agency demonstrated readiness to manage project of this size and scope?: Y
	Explanation_Has the agency demonstrated readiness to manage project of this size and scope?: OPM has undertaken other data integration projects such as the the Open data Portal and STARS BI project. In addition OPM has the legal expertise to manage data sharing agreements.
	Y/N_Is the agency ready to deliver the business value proposed?: Y
	Explanation_Is the agency ready to deliver the business value proposed?: A needs analysis has already been conducted, and OPM is already in the process of securing MOU's
	will the project be managed and/or governed and who will make the key project decisions: OPM's  leadership is committed to this project. WWC is a project conceived and developed at OPM with considerable investment of staff time.   Jamie Mills, Senior Advisor for Policy Analysis, has led this effort with the full support of the Governor and the Secretary of OPM.   The proposed governing board includes the Secretary of OPM and the Commissioners of Labor, Correction, Education and Developmental Services.  The Governing Board and the two proposed sub-committees, IT and research, will make the key project decisions.  Attorney Mills, Tyler Kleykamp, Chief Data Officer, and John Vittner , Director of IT Policy, are the current team working with Secretary Barnes on developing and launching WWC.  Once operational, the staffing needs of WWC will be evaluated as it evolves.
	identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP: OPM is ready to implement immediately.  All technology system decisions have been made in consultation with BEST and the State CIO. Once the matching and integration platform is established, OPM will deploy contractors to establish and configure data exchanges and ETL process with agencies.
	expected to be needed to maintain this system: The skills and experience necessary to sustain WWC currently exist within OPM.  While it is anticipated that staffing needs of WWC may change once WWC is fully operational, it is premature to forecast the staff that will be required in the future. Presently the staffing has been achieved using a portion of time from existing employees of OPM.  OPM is committed to ensuring the projects ongoing success by properly staffing the program.
	Estimated Total Development Cost_Row_1: 1659940.00000000
	Estimated total Capital Funding Request_Row_1: 1659940.00000000
	Estimated Annual Operating Cost_Row_1: 200000.00000000
	One Time Financial Benefit_Row_1: 
	Recurring Annual Financial Benefit_Row_1: 
	Explanation of Estimates_Row_1: Total cost estimates are based on the licensing associated with the data integration platform software and standard IT consulting services rates. Once established it is not projected that there would be additional ongoing annual operating costs. Additional financial benefits are difficult to quantify as the purpose of the program is to integrate and link data to better determine the impact and outcomes of programs and policies. Such analysis will assist in determining the effectiveness of state policies and programs. 
	Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs_Row_1: IT Consultant services costs are based on  standard consulting services rates for a Software Developer 3. IT Software licensing costs are based on advertised rates for for a sample solutions identified in Gartner Magic Quadrant research reports for data integration and quality tools. Ongoing and future costs assume the  staffing levels of OPM remain unchanged.It is assumed that agencies will work cooperatively with OPM and its contractors to develop and implement data exchanges.
	Impact Area (Vision): 
	Y/N_Will this project provide efficient and easily accessible services for all constituents?: Y
	Description of Project Impact_Will this project provide efficient and easily accessible services for all constituents?: The resulting datasets and analysis will allow agencies and researchers to better evaluate service delivery and program outcomes.
	Y/N_Will this project promote open and transparent government with the citizens of the state?: Y
	Description of Project Impact_Will this project promote open and transparent government with the citizens of the state?: The research and analysis that will be prepared from the linked and de-identified datasets will provide high quality information to the public about government programs and services.  In addition, datasets derived from this system can be  aggregated and posted to the publicly available Open Data Portal.
	Y/N_Will this project establish efficient and modern business processes?: Y
	Description of Project Impact_Will this project establish efficient and modern business processes?: Yes, currently the process to exchange and link datasets is done on an ad-hoc basis with no standard legal agreements, approval process or IT systems.
	Y/N_Will this project increase accuracy and timeliness of data for policy making, service delivery and results evaluation?: Y
	Description of Project Impact_Will this project increase accuracy and timeliness of data for policy making, service delivery and results evaluation?: Yes, that is the core intent of this project
	What is the expected impact of NOT doing this project?_Row_1: OPM will not be able to meet the mandates of Public Act 15-142 or 15-147. in addition, our ability to effectively leverage data for  research and analytical purposes will be severely limited. 
	How will you demonstrate achievement of benefits?_Row_1: The benefit will easily be demonstrated by the number of query and linking projects executed and the number of resulting research projects undertaken. In addition policy changes informed by research and analysis facilitated by WWC and any resulting improvements will be linked directly to the project.
	Statutory / Regulatory Mandates:_Row_1: Public Act 15-142 and 16-147Non-compliance would result in audit findings.
	Impact of non-compliance:_Row_1: In addition to the failure to meet two legislative mandates, non-compliance will continue to interfere with Connecticut's ability to attract federal and foundation grants, hinder our ability to critically evaluate the effectiveness and outcomes of state services and programs, and slow the development of innovative, smart public policies.  
	state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way: All Connecticut residents, businesses, cities and towns, and policy makers will benefit from better information and a better understanding of government programs, services and  public policies.  



